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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are one of the main components of the Internet of Things (IoT) paves the way 
for a world where the devices become interconnected in order to collect information and to automate some tasks. Hence, this 
vision requires control mechanism to preserve the security of data.  The classical security solutions in WSN/IoT have some 
limitation due to the constrained capability of the devices. In addition to WSN devices limitations, the usual use of these 

networks depends on central operands to manage the security of increasing number of connectors to the network. Therefore, 
this paper studied the security control in WSN/IoT with the decentralized blockchain based solution. Mainly, this paper 
provided a comprehensive background with a literature review on several papers that have security solutions for WSN 
network based on blockchain technology. Moreover, this paper compared the reviewed solutions with certain criteria which 
are the efficiency, tamperproof, trustiness, confidentiality, authentication and some unique features provided by the reviewed 
solutions. Eventually with the deep analysis in the comparison, it appeared that a solution based on the blockchain for 
managing the access of the IoT has achieve most of the criteria. Thus, the paper chooses this solution and planned to find a 
possible enhancement on it for future work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the rapid demands of internet and the 

feasibilities to connect things and build smart things, 

simple communications are no longer satisfied, people 

started to occupy the advance internet connection with 

automatic sensing, connecting and monitoring. These 

operations supported by what is called wireless sensor 
network (WSN), which have the ability to 

interconnect thousands of sensor nodes. WSN is the 

main component involved in the evolution of the 

Internet of Things (IoT) [1][2]. IoT as a model closely 

relevant to the human beings actions, which represent 

the major actor to make our entities smart. Such 

network can provide a verity of services because of its 

ability to interconnect a verity of smart things to 

interact and cooperate with each other, such as mobile 

phones, digital cameras and even in industrial 

monitoring. It can enable users to produce data that 
can be recovered regardless of their location [3]. 

Basically, WSN provide to IoT ecosystems, the 

communication services for interconnected nodes or 

devices. It obtains the data from the targeted nodes in 

a distributed network, through a wireless 

communication to offer greater support for the upper 

layer system. Thus, such networks needs an efficient 

and applicable security mechanism with reliable trust 

between sensors or nodes [1]. Such routine and smart 

networks pose higher attention to intruders. Classical 

Security solutions in WSN/IoT may have limitations 

because of its use of sensors that lack sufficient 

power, large storage. in addition to the relay on central 

operand on the network for the transactions. To solve 

such problem the area of blockchain has been 

integrated with WSN and IoT ecosystems. 

Recently, blockchain concept as a decentralized 

infrastructure has becomes an emerged research area 

in its integration with WSN or IoT.  Two main 

benefits of blockchain systems are the ability of 
tamper proofing and the de-centering. It allows for 

secure storage of records, where users can share it 

with a high confirmation of information without the 

need for central authority [1]. 

This paper provides reviews of the existing 

proposed infrastructures of blockchain-based secure 

transactions integrated with both WSN and IoT, and 

provide a comparison and analysis on the reviewed 

works based on specific criteria that target the security 

on them.  

Organization: this paper is organized as follow: 
section I introduce the area of WSN and IoT with 

blockchain. Section II provides a background 

describes the needed knowledge for this topic, section 

III will list the reviewed solutions, section IV provides 

a comparison based on the selected criteria and the 

analysis results will be mentioned in section V. 

Eventually the paper will conclude in section VI.  

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Transaction: 

Is a data that represents any operations users claim to 

carry out. Also, it means sending data between two or 
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more nodes. One of a denoted formula of the 

transaction is "t= (from, to, value, sig)". From is the 
public key of the sender, to is the receiver public key, 

the value is the content needs to be transaction and the 

digital signature is a sig[1].   

B. Block: 

briefly block is a container of transactions. It 

contains a group of transactions plus, data, timestamp 

and hash value of the prior block [4]. 

C. Blockchain: 

Blockchain is a ―distributed ledger system re-

emerged as an underlying technology of peer-to-peer 

electronic cash system in 2008‖ [5]. Nowadays 

blockchain became a trend because of its potential 
applications under various areas such as smart 

contract, crypto-currency, the transaction of non-

currency asset and IoT. The blockchain consists of 

several blocks each block contains the Id of the 

current block, the ID of the previous block and 

multiple transactions. The blockchain has a robust 

character of immutability since the ID of the previous 

block in each block makes a chain of continuous 

blocks ends at the first block [6]. The ID of each block 

contains the hash value of whole transactions of the 

block which then inclusive into the successive blocks 
of the chain. So, when an attacker wants to alter one 

transaction on the block, the attack the must change all 

the successive blocks of the chain which something is 

infeasible. There are three types of blockchain shown 

in Figure (1) below [5]: 

 
Figure 1: Blockchain types 

 

D. Internet of things (IoT): 

IoT is a new technology where devices are smart, 

have a capacity of computations and memorization, 

autonomous, and can exchange information between 

each other without involvement of human. IoT makes 

objects recognizable, intelligence and can notify 

information about themselves and can access 

aggregated information by other things [1]. One of the 

most benefits of the IoT that it is Facilitated the life 

since, it allows people and things can connect with 

anything and anyone at anytime and anyplace, using 

any path, any network, and any services [6]. 
Nowadays applications of IoT is huge it covers all 

areas everyday life of human life. Commonly, all IoT 

applications are under three main domains. First 

domain is the society, this domain covers all activities 

associated with improving or developing the society, 

cities, and people. For example, smart cities, smart 

homes and telecommunication which are all 

applications depend on the IoT. Second environment 

domain, which is all activities regard developing, 

monitoring and protecting natural resources such as, 

Smart Water Recycling, Disaster Alerting. Third 

industry domain, all Activities regarding any 
transactions either financial or commercial between 

any entities such as Supply Chain Management 

Automotive and Industrial Control [7]. 

E. Wireless sensor network (WSN): 

It is a set of nodes that interact with each other.  

As well,, it is a group of clusters that have limited 

capacity, and each cluster is managed by a non-limited 

capacity node called Personal Area Network 

Coordinator (CPAN). Also, it is a grid of dispersed 

sensors that work to sense the status of the 

surrounding and gather data at a central location called 
base station (BS) or sink [5]. It uses for several 

applications such as measuring the sound, 

temperature, and pollution. Nowadays it is popularly 

used at the IoT to gather data and manage several 

environments [8]. 

It has several advantages which are [9]: 

 There is no need for fixed infrastructure to set 

up the network. 

 The WSN can use in non-reachable places. 

For example, at deep forests, the sea, and the 

mountains. 

 Flexible if there is a need to add an extra 

workstation. 

 The price of the implementation is 

inexpensive. 

 The access to the WSN can be through 

centralized monitoring. 

A well It has several disadvantages which are [9]: 

 It avoids a large number of wiring. 

 It is vulnerable to several attacks since it is 

less secure. For example, the hacker can hack 

the access point and gather all information. 

 It has a lower speed than the wired network. 

 It can configure in a more complicated way 

than a wired network. 

 It can be easily troubled by what it surrounds 

such as, microwave and large distances. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

L. Feng et al [1], they integrated the decentralized 

distributed blockchain with WSN as a mean to 

provide an authenticated transactions and secure 
storage system.  In this approach Figure (2), each node 
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has a signature and public key (his ID), those two used 

to authenticate the node and its transactions to the 
blockchain system. The infrastructure composed of 

three main operations which are, encrypted 

transaction, consensus validation, and distributed 

storage. The main parts in the blockchain ecosystem 

are consensus validation and distributed storage. The 

blockchain ecosystem separated in such a way that 

some nodes used for validation and others for storage. 

This model used a consensus algorithm called 

Hierarchical Byzantine Fault Tolerant (HBFT) which 

is based on a private blockchain. To guarantee the 

confidentiality of the transmitted information the 

model proposed an algorithm called block-based 
WSN encryption BCE-WSN which consist of four 

procedures: Key-pair generation using an anonymous 

way in each node in the WSN, Encryption using 

asymmetric encryption, Signature to ensure the 

integrity of data, Verification before passing 

information to the blockchain system. This model 

provided good scalability, shorter delay and increased 

throughput with greater number of nodes.in addition 

to higher attack resistance and secure storage for the 

transmitted sensor data. The paper will refer to this 

schema with the Blockchain-based Collection Storage 
Platform (BCSP) in the comparison and analysis 

section. 

 
Figure 2: Distributed blockchain with WSN for authenticated 

transactions and secure storage system 

 

A. Moinet, et al [2], proposed a security model called 

Blockchain Authentication and Trust Model (BATM), 

that use PKI for a secure decentralized storage for 

cryptographic keys beside the trust data, to guarantee 

their integrity and validity in WSN. This achieved by 
using the blockchain as a database to store the public 

keys, peer information and digital signatures. 

Providing a mutual validation of information gained 

by each party in the network about the other nodes in 

the network. For BATM authentication, it used similar 

idea to Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) with PKI. Where 

the public master key is used to identify the nodes and 

services, and this key is used to generate the 

secondary keys that used for encryption and digital 

signature. Those keys are hold by node’s credential 

payload. This payload will deliver it by the node at the 

authentication. The keys are renewable using validity 

timeout, to reduce possible attacks on it. When a node 
for the first time requested to connect to the network, 

the node will issue a Credential Payload (CP) to all 

nodes in the network. When authenticated network 

node adds this CP in valid block, the authentication 

request will be granted. BATM uses six different 

types of payloads: Minor Approval (MP), Network 

Node (NN) and Available Services (AP) payloads, 

CP, Renew, Revoke, Blame and Ban payloads. Blame 

and Ban are mainly used for BATM trust management 

model. In this trust model, they used what is called 

Human-like knowledge-based trust (HKT) that 

depends on the reputation level. The trust level will be 
based on the payloads that the node used, and this 

level will be used to control network’s node actions. 

There will be a trust evaluation if the node can 

perform the action correctly. To prevent malicious 

valid payloads, they put specific rules for the 

submitted payloads in the blockchain. The paper will 

refer to this model with the Blockchain Authentication 

and Trust Model (BATM) in the comparison and 

analysis section. 

Mohamed el al. [8], proposed a new security 

mechanism based on the blockchain which called 
BCTrust. The concept of this mechanism that when 

one device is authenticated in one of the WSN clusters 

it will be trustful and accepted by all other clusters. 

The blockchain role is to ensures that the stored 

information is preserved from any modification and 

obtainable to all participated nodes. If any device 

wants to make a transaction with the blockchain, it 

will be done through CPANs of the network. For 

example, if the device "a1" belongs to "A" CPAN and 

it wants to communicate with the blockchain, it will 

authenticate by ―A‖ CPAN and then ―A‖ will send the 

transaction ―A: a1_ok" to the blockchain which 
means, that ―a1‖ is trustful and ―A‖ has a symmetric 

key with the ―a1‖ device for secure communication.  

This transaction will store in a new block validated by 

all participating CPANs. So, when next time ―a1‖ 

wants to associate with ―B‖ CPAN.‖ B‖ will check if 

―a1‖ was authenticated previously or not. If it was 

authenticated, ―B‖ will request ―A‖ to send the 

symmetric key ―a1‖ through the asymmetric channel. 

After the transaction between ―a1‖ and ―B‖ it will be 

added in the blockchain ―B: a1_ok‖ with ―A: a1_ok‖ 

in order if a1 wants to make any transaction with any 
other CPANs the CPAN will take from the nearest 

CPAN the symmetric key with a1.  The symmetric 

communication between CPANs and devices includes 

the key and initialization vector (IV). The benefit of 

this mechanism that in a secure association of the 

device it needs two exchanged messages without a 

need to demand a key derivation process. Also, The 

approach process operations and exchange messages 

between either, blockchain and CPAN, or between 

two CPANs. That is helpful since CPAN and 

blockchain devices have unlimited capacities and do 

not consume energy and do not pose any problem of 
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storage or processing capacity. it provides a 

decentralized authentication system and overall view 
of the network. The paper will refer to this mechanism 

by Blockchain Trust (BCTrust) in the comparison and 

analysis section. 

Yongfeng et al. [6] proposed decentralized 

blockchain-based security management model. This 

model considers the authentication of IoT devices 

problem since usually IoT depends on a trusted third 

party for identity authentication. As well it considers 

the transactions between the IoT and the problem of 

the remote cloud that usually needs a strong security 

mechanism to prevent data modification. Also, it 

needs to guarantee timely and effective data. Thus, the 
authors proposed using a platform depends on the 

blockchain in order and set strong security policies on 

it which prevent needing to a third party for 

authentication and guarantee data integrity and 

security since it adopts a strong cryptography 

algorithm. As well, it is adding distributed storage 

models on IoT that depends on blockchain and device 

ledger to analyze the production and application of the 

IoT devices. Also, it makes all the IoT devices 

software upgrades management, privacy management 

based on blockchain. The most benefit of this model 
that it achieves the security management control 

without the existence of a trusted third party. The 

paper will refer to this model with the Blockcahin-

based Security Management Model (BSMM) in the 

comparison and analysis section. In a paper was done 

by Z. Huang. et al. [10], claimed that the centralized 

infrastructure that uses an intermediate third party 

does not provide enough trust in IoT data exchange. 

Therefore, the paper provided deep analysis of the 

trust requirements of the IoT data exchange. Mainly, 

the paper divided the trust requirements to three 

categories: trusted trading, trusted data access and 
trusted privacy preserve. Then, it proposes a 

decentralized solution based on the blockchain to meet 

such trust requirements. Also, the paper developed a 

prototype using Ethereum blockchain and smart 

contracts that handles the management function. 

Basically, the solution of this paper has utilized the 

feature that the data is not tampered and completely 

transparent. The paper described the architecture of 

the solution in four layers which are data layer, 

network layer, management layer and interaction 

layer. The data has been divided into two parts in the 
data layer which are the IoT data and data exchange 

that stored in the blockchain containing the record of 

the whole data exchange process. While the network 

layer contains the core of the architecture where the 

blockchain network can guarantee IoT data exchange 

in a reliable, transparent and tamper-resistant 

environment. Additionally, the management layer in 

the platform is mainly responsible for managing and 

controlling user permissions and security. Lastly, the 

interaction layer allows the data exchange parties to 

interact and communicate with each other whether in 

web-based or mobile-based interactions. The 

prototype of the paper showed that the blockchain 

network makes the transaction recorded in an 
auditable, transparent and immutable way. The paper 

will refer to this solution with the data trusted 

exchange based on blockchain (DTEB) solution.  

Another paper was done by O. Novo. [11], proposed a 

fully decentralized solution based on the blockchain 

for managing the access of the IoT in a scalable 

manner. The architecture of the solution contains six 

components with new and different functions which 

are WSN, managers, agent node, smart contract, 

blockchain network and management hubs. Basically, 

the architecture defines a new node which is the 

management hub that connects the blockchain with 
the IoT devices since the majority of IoT devices is 

not able to store the blockchain due to the capability 

constrained in term of CPU, memory, and battery. IoT 

devices in the WSN can be managed with considering 

the scalability and capability of IoT with the help of 

the management hubs. 

Another component that gives an advantage of the 

solution is the smart contract which has the feature 

that it is unique and cannot be deleted. The smart 

contract defines the operation that is allowed in the 

access management system. Hence, the access policy 
of this solution brings some advantages as the 

mobility where every administrative domain can 

manage the IoT devices freely while the access control 

policies are still enforced by the blockchain. Also, the 

accessibility and concurrency where the access control 

policies are available at any time and can be managed 

concurrently. Additionally, the lightweight where the 

solution has the advantage that the IoT devices do not 

need any modification to be adopted with this system. 

Lastly, the transparency of this solution where the 

system preserves the location privacy of IoT devices 

and the resources accessibility. Furthermore, the paper 
studied the solution by evaluating it in realistic IoT 

scenarios with a proof of concept implementation. 

Eventually, the results show that access management 

technology based on blockchain can be used in 

specific scalable IoT scenarios. The paper will refer to 

this solution with the access management based on 

blockchain (AMB) solution. Figure (3) below shows 

the architecture of this solution.  

 
Figure 3: The architecture of the access management 

blockchain solution 
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IV. COMPARITION AND ANALYSIS 

 
In this section, a comparison was done between the 

reviewed solutions as in Table (1) with six criteria 

which are defined as follow; first is the efficiency 

criteria wither the solution has proven its efficiency in 

term of time consumption where it has a higher 

throughput in less delay. Secondly, tamperproof 

criteria which guarantee that the data cannot be 

tampered or modified to preserve the data integrity. 

Thirdly, trustiness criteria show the trust level of the 

node in IoT and wither the transaction is trusted by the 

parties. The fourth is the confidentiality which means 

the protection of data and information from the non-
authorized discloser [12]. The fifth is the 

Authentication which means the validation of user 

identity [13]. Lastly, the additional unique feature 

which means what is the additional feature that the 

solution provides that did not exist in other solutions. 
 

 
✓- exists, •- not motioned on the paper 

Table 1: Comparison between the reviewed solutions 

 

E. Efficiency 

In BCSP, the efficiency of it depends on two 
indicators, which are the system throughput and 

system delay, showed that their blockchain-based 

storage structure has a shorter delay with a higher 

throughput than the centralized server mode. While 

BSMM it is efficient because, it is fast and does not 

consume time, energy, power and storage related to 

the uses of the blockchain and CPANs. Also, because 

it uses Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 

(ECDSA) which provides and guarantee fast and 

robust transactions. Furthermore, BSMM solution has 

high efficiency in key distribution processing without 
needing to the third party depend on blockchain. 

Whereas AMB, has proven the effectiveness of its 

design in some specific IoT scenarios; when WSN are 

connected to multiple management hubs. Management 

Hub is the node that connects the blockchain with the 

IoT devices. But in the case of a single management 

hub, this solution does not have a better performance 

that IoT the optimized centralized IoT systems [14].  

It is noticeable that most solutions that provide 

efficiency on WSN and IoT depends on blockchain 

only or efficiency  in a specific scenario such as 
AMB, while BCTrust solution depends on three 

components to provide better efficiency. 

F. Tamperproof 

BCSP it uses distributed ledger to record devices 

hashes of software and firmware, so any tampering in 

the transactions can be detected by its users easily. 

Also, in BCSP they use signatures techniques using 
the ID of the sender node as a public key to transfer 

the sender’s transactions to a cipher text and then send 

it to the receiver. This is to prevent faking attempts to 

provide data integrity.  

Whereas in BCSP, it has high tamperproof since it 

uses permissioned one mechanism which means only 

the truthful CPANs will have the writing permissions 

on the blockchain using public/private keys. As well, 

related to the consensus mechanism the stored data 

cannot be modified. While BSMM solution, it 

depends on blockchain features that prevent altering 

the data from unauthorized people. As well, it uses 
access control and policies that prevent unauthorized 

people to manipulate the data. 

Whereas DTEB ensures that the data on the 

blockchain cannot be tampered and can be audited 

according to time order. Also, the transaction records 

are immutable. While AMB, has studied and provide a 

security analysis to provide satisfying level of 

security, in AMB the communication between the 

devices is done through DTLS which prevents the 

tampering.  

Because of the inherent feature of tamper proof in 
blockchain mechanisms, it appeared that all the 

reviewed mechanisms offer this feature, however they 

differ in the used keys that provide such feature and 

controlled parties. However, there is a noticeable 

disadvantage in BCSP, since it depends in node’s ID 

to sign the data which can be spoofed by attacker. 

Whereas, AMB provides an additional mechanism to 

prevent tampering.   

G. Trustiness 

In BATM, proposed a trust management based on 

reputation level of each network node. In this model it 

did not needed a trust center to control actions on the 
network. They build the trust based on the payloads in 

the blockchain. They used payloads as a behavioral 

indication of each network node over time. Based on 

this observation, they ensure that a network node 

cannot trick others through tampering data or 

impersonating someone else. The trust here referred to 

by the trust evaluation which is based on probability 

level whether an action can be done correctly be 

network node. While solution DTEM, combine the 

time stamp and the details of the transaction in the 

process of trading and storing which makes it trusted 
by many parties. However, the trust level of the nodes 

in the IoT had not been evaluated on this solution 

[15]. BATM is better because it evaluated that is 

trustful while, BTEB is not evaluated right now. 

H. Confidentiality 

BCSP used BCE-WSN encryption algorithm that 

firstly it provides key pair generation in anonymous 

way for each sensor node with node’s ID as the public 

key.  Secondly, encrypt using asymmetric encryption 

algorithm with a private key for each node, the cipher 

text generated by from the encryption function is 

transmitted on all sensor nodes in the network. While 
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BCTrust, it uses two cryptography mechanisms in the 

symmetric secure communication between the devices 
and CPAN nodes which are the symmetric key and 

IV. Also, the transaction between the CPANs and the 

blockchain or between two CPANs done through 

encrypted transaction using public and private keys. 

As well, it uses ECDSA that increases the 

confidentiality. Whereas BSMM, mentioned that the 

current use algorithm depends on ID-key algorithm to 

the data cryptography. But the platform is flexible to 

adapt any strong cryptography algorithms. While, in 

solution DTEB the involved parties in sending the 

transactions use only a public address without 

personal information which preserves the privacy. 
Also, it uses the asymmetric encryption on the user's 

private information to make it secure with the private 

and the public key as the only identifier of transaction 

subject. Whereas solution AMB  prevents 

eavesdropping since the communication between the 

devices is done through DTLS.  

It appeared that the best confidentiality at solutions 

BCTrust and DTEB since DTEB uses cryptographic 

keys, IV and ECDSA algorithm to prevent data 

disclosure. While, [10] uses additional feature which 

is DTLS to prevent eavesdropping. 
 

I. Authentication 

BCSP, uses HBFT private blockchain. Users 

cannot enter to the blockchain-based storage unless 

they are authenticated. In this infrastructure network’s 

nodes and transactions are authenticated using the 

empowered node’s ID as a public key and his 

signature. Since the public key is public in the 

network all the nodes in the network can verify the 

authenticity of the transmitted data through it. 

Whereas BATM, uses similar ideas to PGP and PKI 

for authentication. The cryptographic authentication 
data will be stored in a valid block of this blockchain-

based secure storage. When a node for the first time 

requested to join to the network, the node will release 

a Credential Payload (CP) to all nodes in the network, 

and the authentication request will be granted when 

authenticated network node adds this CP in valid 

block.  The used keys here will renewable to reduce 

attacks such as guessing key attacks.  While BCTrust, 

the authentication is done through checking if the 

device information is stored in the blockchain before 

or not. If the device is recognizable in the blockchain, 
the secret key will be used to do the transaction 

between the device and the node.  If the device is new, 

the association process should apply. Whereas 

BSMM, it uses identity authentication mechanism 

between any IoT devices or between IoT and cloud 

Based on blockchain. While in AMB the 

authentication is not needed since any IoT device is 

able to connect to any management hub directly to 

access the blockchain. So, it is observed that all 

solutions authenticate the devices by reviewing the 

blockchain since all mechanisms depends on storing 

credential data in the blockchain. 

J. Unique feature of the proposed solution 

Some of the solutions have a unique feature to 
simplify the usage of blockchain or to enhance the 

security. In BCTrust,  when one device is 

authenticated by one CPANs, it will be trustful by all 

other CPANs of the same network. Also, in DTEB,  

has the transparency feature for recording the 

transactions. As well, in AMB it has the transparency 

feature, but it uses it to hides the IoT devices location 

and how the resources are being accessed. However, 

AMB has a downside where it did not provide the 

specification and expression of access control policies 

[16]. 

 

V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

Based on the above analysis, it appeared that BCTrust 

and AMB achieve the majority of the criteria in a 

higher level except the trustiness was not mentioned in 

these solutions. But, AMB has an extra security 

feature that make it stronger than BCTrust which is 

transparency feature. So, as future work this paper will 

work to find possible enhancement for the AMB. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Internet of Things (IoT) becomes one of the 

fundamental parts of our life, a huge number of 

devices are connected and communicated to each 

other. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is one of the 

major components of the success of the IoT. Thus, it is 

important to improve the security of them to prevent 

any damages. The blockchain is a great solution to 

most of IOT and WSN problems. Therefore, this 

paper aimed to find the best solution for utilizing the 

blockchain to enhance both the IoT and WSN by 

reviewing several solutions and compare them based 
on different criteria. The criteria are efficiency, 

tamperproof, trustiness, confidentiality, 

authentication, and additional unique feature. The 

paper founds that BCTrust and AMB are highly 

meeting all the criteria unless trustiness. As well, it 

founds that AMB is better than BCTrust regarding the 

extra security feature which is transparency that helps 

to hide the device location to prevent possible attacks. 

As a future work, this paper aims to enhance AMB by 

providing a clear specification and expression of the 

access control policies included in the solution. Also, 
try to find possible enhancement of the authentication 

mechanism on it.  
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